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brow lift is a cosmetic surgical procedure to reshape the drooping eyebrows. There are 6 different
types of brow lift surgery procedures available presently:

1. Internal brow fixation (Transblepharoplasty)

2. Internal-endotine lift (Transblepharoplasty)

3. Endoscopic lift

4. Direct lift

5. Coronal forehead & brow lift

6. Pretrichial lift

Internal brow fixation

This type is mainly performed via Upper Lid Blepharoplasty incision. In this process, brow is not
much raised but stabilized. The main purpose is to prevent brow from getting further droopier. A
certain numbness and swelling can be experienced for couple of weeks after the surgery. This type
of cosmetic surgery is performed under local anesthesia.

Internal-endotine lift

In certain patients, brow is raised through the help of a specific device known as Endotine implant. It
is a tiny device that features certain projections which helps in anchoring the brows in a certain
elevated position. This continues until healing of brows take place. This procedure is quite effective
and popular. However, it is much costly than any of the other procedures.

Endoscopic lift

For minor lifts, this process is followed. It takes place through the help of an endoscopy. It is a bit
time consuming and can cause some prolonged pain post operation. Advance surgical tools are
required for this type of brow lift surgery.

Direct lift

This process is used mainly to remove redundant tissues present above eyebrows. This process is
availed more by older patients. This is a quick process and lasts longer. It is performed under local
anesthesia.

Coronal Forehead lift

This process is considered to be most invasive of all. Numerous scarring marks can be present after
the surgery. This process was once the only option for brow perfection. However, these days it is
not preferred much.

Pretrichial lift
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Patients having higher brow ptosis problem normally opts for this surgical procedure. This is also an
invasive process and can result in pain and numbness post surgical phrase.
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For more information on a brow lift, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a brow lift surgery!
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